Dear Reader,

We are pleased to introduce Volume II, Issue 2 of *Journal of Law and the Biosciences* (JLB), a peer-reviewed, open access, and online interdisciplinary academic journal. This issue is a particularly special one as we are publishing four peer commentaries written in response to Alan Wertheimer\'s article, 'The Ethics of Promulgating Principles of Research Ethics: The Problem of Diversion Effects', which was published online in JLB in January 2015. As these commentaries were being completed, we learned of Dr Wertheimer\'s passing, and so many of the authors included their remembrances of Alan in their pieces and recognized his many contributions to bioethics, law and philosophy. From 2014 to 2015, our journal had the privilege of publishing two of his articles and seven peer commentaries responding to his work. Alan was an intellectual giant and a wonderfully kind colleague, and he will be sorely missed. We are greatly saddened by his passing and express our sincerest condolences to his family, friends, and community.

In addition to the four peer commentaries on Dr Wertheimer\'s latest article, this issue includes one other peer commentary (on 'Consent in Escrow'), seven original articles, three student notes and development pieces from Harvard Law School students, a book review on *Law and Neuroscience*, and an authors' response to peer commentaries recently published in JLB ('The Regulation Of Cognitive Enhancement Devices: Refining Maslen et al.\'s Model').

Thank you for your readership, and we hope you consider submitting either original articles or peer commentaries written in response to our articles.

Sincerely,

**I. Glenn Cohen**, JD

*Co-Editor-in-Chief*, Journal of Law and the Biosciences, *Harvard Law School*

**Nita Farahany**, JD, PhD

*Co-Editor-in-Chief*, Journal of Law and the Biosciences, *Duke University*

**Hank Greely**, JD

*Co-Editor-in-Chief*, Journal of Law and the Biosciences, *Stanford University*
